
 

SUBJECT: BIOLOGY 

LEVEL: A LEVEL  
EXAM BOARD: AQA 

REASONS FOR STUDYING THIS COURSE: 
This course is designed for those who are passionate about Biology and have an interest 
in exploring the biological world around them in more detail than is offered at KS4 
Science.  Biology A’ Level is relevant to real world experiences and infuses the application 
of imaginative and logical thinking through the interpreting and evaluating experimental 
data of how organisms function.  The topics we study have been developed to inspire 
students, nurture a passion for Biology and lay the groundwork for further study in 
courses like biological sciences and medicine 

Biology is fundamentally an experimental subject and our course provides numerous 
opportunities to use practical experiences to link theory to reality, and equip students 
with the essential practical skills they need. 
Our A’ Level Biology course provides a stepping stone to future study by developing the 
skills that universities want to see. 
 

OPPORTUNITIES: 
The course provides foundation for further study, for those interested in courses that are 
based in: Biology or Human Biology, Life Sciences, Medicine, Environmental Sciences and 
Health Care.  It is also suitable for those looking for employment in the areas of biological 
testing, food industry and biotechnology.  The course is also a good basis for sales or 
marketing careers in scientific industries e.g. pharmaceuticals and healthcare PR.   
The Biology course can be taken as a stand-alone subject or to complement Chemistry, 
Physics, or Psychology 
 

AREAS OF STUDY: 
Year 12  

Unit Name of unit Content 

1 Biological molecules 
Structure and function of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins 

and nucleic acids 

2 Cells Structure of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells 

3 
Organisms exchange substances 

with their environment 
Surface area to volume ratio, gas exchange, digestion 

and absorption, transport in animals and in plants 

4 
Genetic information, variation and 
relationships between organisms 

DNA, genes, chromosomes, DNA and protein synthesis, 
genetic diversity, species and taxonomy and 

biodiversity 
 

Required Practicals 

Assessment of practical skills in the specification will be by written exams only.  The 
following practicals must be carried out by all students taking this course: 

1. Investigation into the effect of a named variable on the rate of an enzyme-controlled 
reaction. 

2. Preparation of stained squashes of cells from plant root tips; setup and use of an optical 
microscope to identify the stages of mitosis in these stained squashes and calculation of a 
mitotic index. 



3. Production of a dilution series of a solute to produce a calibration curve with which to 
identify the water potential of plant tissue. 

4. Investigation into the effect of a named variable on the permeability of cell-surface 
membranes. 

5. Dissection of animal or plant gas exchange system or mass transport system or of organ 
within such a system. 

6. Use of aseptic techniques to investigate the effect of antimicrobial substances on microbial 
growth. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS: 
Normal Sixth Form entry requirements plus minimum two grade 6s in GCSE Science 
subjects; or a minimum grade 6 in GCSE Biology. 
 


